


Another MIDWINTER COMICS RETREAT Comic!

Welcome to PROFESSOR KRAKEN’S PORTICO OF PERVERSE POSSESSIONS, 
the latest MCR Comic. For latecomers to the party, for the last few 
years, a gaggle of small press comic creators gather in a holiday cottage 
in the wilds of Gloucestershire, with but a single aim... to drink, and to 
make ... Two aims. To drink, make comics and eat great home-cooked 
food... Okay, that’s hammered the Monty Python quote  as far as it’ll 
go, I think. And speaking of Hammer (did you see what I did there?), 
instead of the usual surreal stream of consciousness  single storyline,  
with the Portico, we decided to adopt the format of those old Hammer 
portmanteau horror movies, and where possible, artists would do a whole 
story on their own, rather than dole out a page of script to each starving 
artist hot off the press, depending on who was champing at the bit.

It seems to have been well received by attendees, and helped to maintain 
a bit of consistency within each tale than we’ve previously managed - only 
starting to fall apart during Phil’s Pills, where across the four pages of the 
tale, each artist dressed the Queen in a different outfit. Of course, it is 
entirely in keeping with the MCR tradition to suggest that Her Royal Highness 
always carries a selection of outfits and was changing between panels.

In preparation, each attendee was asked (without further explanation) to 
bring along a “strange item” which could serve as the perverse possession 
of each tale. Professor Kraken was borrowed from Jay Eales’ strip The 
Flatworm: Legs’ Eleven, as featured in VIOLENT! from Factor Fiction.

Fuelled by Mojitos, wine, Chicken Pig Pie and a molten chocolate dessert 
that we swear was breathing, it was around eleven o’clock on Saturday 
morning before the first page of script reached an artist, but by two o’clock 
on Sunday, we had a complete 26 page comic, a cover and two pin-ups! And 
unlike last year’s effort, it hasn’t taken nine months to prise the last few 
pages out of the artists to complete the comic!

If you’re wondering why we write ourselves into  the comic every year, 
it’s not entirely down to hubris, honest! It’s the simple expedient that the 
models are sitting about waiting to be drawn - at least, those who don’t go 
off for a hike on Saturday morning in the general direction of the local pub...

Hope you enjoy your brief sojourn in Professor Kraken’s Portico,

The MCR Mob - 06/12/08

























































MCR comics are always more than the sum of their parts, and every 
attendee plays a part in their creation - whether by scripting pages, 
coming up with freeform surreal comments that force themselves 
into the comic, or the wilful mishearing of such comments, leading 
to characters shouting MINGE! at the Queen, Anti-Wanking Pills and 
guest appearances from the likes of The Mighty Boosh and Erotic Volvo, 
dancing blue loon at the heart of an excellent band you’ve quite possibly 
never heard of: Misty’s Big Adventure...
But, as far as we can decipher, this year’s culprits are:

JAY EALES
Chief Architect - Writer: The Mask of Mild Mayhem, Phil’s Pills
SELINA LOCK
Writer: That Voodoo That You Do, The Third Nostril
TERRY WILEY
Artist - Pages: 3,4,9,14,20,29
JENNI SCOTT
Writer: The Big Book of Vile; Artist - Page: 21
RICHARD BUCK
Artist - Page: 22
LEE KENNEDY
Artist - Pages: 6,7,8,15
MOTODRACONIS
Artist - Pages: 16,17,18
DEBRA BOYASK
Hostess With The Mostest, Artist - Cover, Page: 28
ALAN ROWELL
Writer: The Third Nostril, The Camera Never Lies, Comrade
DAMIAN CUGLEY
Artist - Pages: 23,24,25,26
JASON ELVIS
Artist - Pages: 5,27
LEE BRIMMICOMBE-WOOD
Artist - Pages: 10,11,12,19,31
BEN GOOCH
Artist - Page: 13






